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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Cortical areas in the ventral visual pathway become selectively tuned towards the processing of faces compared to
non-face stimuli beginning around 3 months of age and continuing over the first year. Studies using event-related
potentials in the EEG (ERPs) have found an ERP component, the N290, that displays specificity for human faces.
Other components, such as the P1, P400, and Nc have been studied to a lesser degree in their responsiveness to
human faces. However, little is known about the systematic changes in the neural responses to faces during the
first year of life, and the localization of these responses in infants' brain. We examined ERP responses to pictures
of faces and objects in infants from 4.5 months through 12 months in a cross-sectional study. We investigated the
activity of all the components reported to be involved in infant face processing, with particular interest to their
amplitude variation and cortical localization. We identified neural regions responsible for the component through
the application of cortical source localization methods. We found larger P1 and N290 responses to faces than
objects, and these components were localized in the lingual and middle/posterior fusiform gyri, respectively. The
amplitude of the P400 was not differentially sensitive to faces over objects. The Nc component was different for
faces and objects, was influenced by the infant's attentional state, and localized in medial-anterior brain areas.
The implications of these results are discussed in the identification of developmental ERP precursors to face processing.
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1. Introduction

The brain areas responsible for face processing are well established
in adult research but their development during infancy is not well understood. The aim of the present study was to systematically outline developmental changes in infants’ cortical responses to faces within the first
year of life. We combined data from multiple studies conducted in our
lab, which utilized similar methods to investigate event-related potential
(ERP) responses to faces and objects (i.e. toys, houses) in typically-developing infants from 4.5 to 12 months of age (Conte and Richards,
2019; Guy et al., 2018; Guy et al., 2016; Richards, 2015; Xie and
Richards, 2016 ). One goal was to analyze developmental changes in
the amplitude of ERP components often examined in studies of infant
face processing (i.e., P1, N290, P400, Nc). A second goal was to identify brain areas responsible for the generation of ERP components associated with face processing, using source analysis techniques with realistic, age-appropriate head models.
The N170 ERP component has been closely linked to the processing
of faces in adults. Greater N170 amplitude is observed in response to
faces than non-face stimuli, including objects and houses (e.g.,
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Bentin et al., 1996; Caldara et al., 2003; Carmel and Bentin,
2002; Itier et al., 2006; Itier and Taylor, 2004a,b; Rossion et al.,
2000), attended than unattended peripherally presented face stimuli
(Eimer, 2000b), inverted than upright faces (Rossion et al., 2000),
but not to inverted versus upright objects (Bentin et al., 1996). For
these reasons, it is hypothesized that the N170 reflects the structural
encoding of configural information in face perception (Bentin et al.,
1996; Eimer, 2000a; Rossion et al., 2000).
“Cortical source analysis” incorporates the electrical activity on the
scalp and structural neuroimaging information to estimate neural generators of scalp-recorded ERP components. A number of brain areas
have been implicated in the generation of the adult N170 (see Table
4 in Richards et al., 2018). The majority of studies conclude that
the N170 component is generated primarily in the fusiform gyrus (particularly the middle and posterior fusiform gyri; Deffke et al., 2007;
Gao et al., 2019; Rossion et al., 2003; Shibata et al., 2002).
The fusiform gyrus is also the brain area most frequently found to be
closely associated with face processing studies using fMRI (Berman et
al., 2010; Deffke et al., 2007; see Fig. 7 in Gao et al., 2019; B.
Rossion et al., 2003). However, some source analysis studies show
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tors of the N290 during the discrimination of emotional valence of faces
in 5- and 7-month-old infants (Xie et al., 2019). These results indicate
that both structural and emotional encoding of faces at the level of the
N290 component in the first year of life involve activity of similar cortical areas to the brain areas generating the N170 in adults.
There are variations in the pattern of response to faces and non-face
stimuli in mid-latency infant ERP components, including the P400 and
Nc. The P400 is most prominent over posterior and lateral electrodes (de
Haan et al., 2002; Halit et al., 2003), whereas the Nc is prominent
over frontal and central electrodes. The P400 and Nc have an opposite
polarity, i.e., positive deflection for the P400 and negative deflection for
the Nc. The P400 peaks at approximately 400 ms following stimulus onset, and the Nc is observed from approximately 300 to 800 ms without
a strictly defined peak latency (for review see de Haan et al., 2003;
Reynolds and Richards, 2005, 2009). The role of the P400 in face
processing is somewhat ambiguous. One study reported shorter latency
responses to faces than toys in 6-month-old infants (de Haan and Nelson, 1999). However, this effect was not replicated in another study,
which reported greater P400 amplitude in response to objects than faces
(Guy et al., 2016). Additionally, results of two studies indicate that
the P400 activity is modulated by face inversion and shows substantial
changes in the first year of life. Specifically, both 3- and 6-month-old infants show larger P400 responses to upright compared to inverted faces,
including human and monkey faces (de Haan et al., 2002; Halit et
al., 2003). By 12 months of age the P400 shows greater specialization, evident by longer latency responses to inverted than upright human faces, but not inverted and upright monkey faces (Halit et al.,
2003). Greater amplitude in the P400 responses have been observed
during HR-defined periods of attention than inattention (Guy et al.,
2016). Additionally, it is possible that the P400 plays a role in novelty
detection, as greater amplitude responses have been reported to novel
than familiar faces in some studies (Key et al., 2009; Scott and Nelson, 2006; Scott et al., 2006), but not others (de Haan and Nelson,
1999; Guy et al., 2016). It is often suggested that the mature N170
found in adults may result from an integration of the N290 and P400
with changes in age from 12 months and beyond, since both the N290
and the P400 show analogous structural and functional characteristics
to the adult N170 ERP component (de Haan et al., 2003; Halit et al.,
2003, 2004; Hoehl and Peykarjou, 2012; Luyster et al., 2011).
The Nc is the most frequently studied ERP component in infancy.
It is observed in response to stimuli in almost all modalities and to
a number of stimulus conditions. The Nc is frequently shown to be
sensitive to stimulus familiarity (Carver et al., 2003; de Haan and
Nelson, 1999; C. A. Nelson and Collins, 1991, 1992; Reynolds
and Richards, 2005), emotional information (de Haan et al., 2004;
Grossmann et al., 2006; Leppanen et al., 2007; Martinos et al.,
2012; C. A. Nelson and de Haan, 1996; Quadrelli et al., 2019; W.
Xie et al., 2019), and allocation of attentional processing resources
(Ackles and Cook, 2007, 2009; de Haan et al., 2007; Dennis et
al., 2009; Charles A. Nelson, 1994; Reynolds and Richards, 2005;
Richards, 2003). The amplitude of the Nc is larger during HR-defined
periods of attention than inattention (Guy et al., 2016; Reynolds et
al., 2010; Reynolds and Richards, 2005, 2009; Richards, 2003).
The Nc appears to be a generic ERP component reflecting attentional
engagement and showing similar responses to the P300 component in
adults (Riggins and Scott, 2019). Thus, it often shows responsiveness to face stimuli mirroring the attentional valence of the face stimuli. Infant ERP studies utilizing face stimuli have reported greater Nc responses to infants' mother's face than dissimilar looking stranger's face
in 6-month-olds (de Haan and Nelson, 1997, 1999; Webb et al.,
2005). It is modulated by the relative salience of the face (Courchesne et al., 1981; de Haan and Nelson, 1997, 1999; Maggie W. Guy
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that other areas may play a role in the generation of the N170 (see Table
4 in Richards et al., 2018).
Infants show face-sensitive ERP responses as early as 3 months of
age (de Haan and Nelson, 1999; M. W. Guy et al., 2018; M. W.
Guy et al., 2016; Peykarjou and Hoehl, 2013; Xie and Richards,
2016). The ERP components elicited by faces, ordered by their temporal sequence, are the P1, N290, P400, and Nc. The P1 is the first positive-going component elicited by visual stimuli. Its peak is observed at
occipital electrodes and has been shown to be greater in amplitude at
medial than lateral electrodes (Farroni et al., 2002). It is often overlooked in ERP studies on face processing in infancy, because variation in
P1 amplitude in adults is believed to reflect changes in low-level visual
cues (Rossion and Jacques, 2008; Regan, 1989). The P1 has been
investigated in at least three studies of face processing in young infants,
and no differences have been observed in amplitude or latency to faces
versus non-face objects (Peykarjou and Hoehl, 2013), upright versus
inverted faces (Peykarjou and Hoehl, 2013), and intact versus scrambled faces (Macchi Cassia et al., 2006; Parise et al., 2010). Cortical
source analysis has been used in adults to localize the P1 component to
the striate and extra-striate visual cortex (Di Russo et al., 2002). No
study has defined the cortical source of the P1 ERP response to faces in
developmental populations.
The second ERP component elicited by face stimuli is the N290. The
N290 is the most frequently studied ERP component elicited by faces
in infants (de Haan et al., 2003; Halit et al., 2004; Halit et al.,
2003; Hoehl and Peykarjou, 2012; Luyster et al., 2014; Luyster
et al., 2011). It is a negative-going deflection in the ERP, peaking
approximately 290 ms after stimulus onset at lateral-inferior posterior
scalp areas (de Haan et al., 2003; M. W. Guy et al., 2016; Halit
et al., 2003). Like the adult N170, greater N290 amplitude has been
observed in response to human faces than non-face stimuli in infants
(M. W. Guy et al., 2018; McCleery et al., 2009; Xie and Richards,
2016). Studies have also reported an effect of stimulus type on N290 latency (i.e., shorter responses to human faces than objects or non-human
faces: Halit et al., 2003; McCleery et al., 2009; and null stimulus
type effects at the level of the N290 response: de Haan and Nelson,
1999). The responsiveness of the N290 to faces may be modulated by
infants' attentional status, as evidenced by a greater amplitude response
to faces than toys during periods of attentiveness (and greater amplitude
responses during attention than inattention; Guy et al., 2016). Additionally, the N290 may be sensitive to face salience or familiarity, as it
has been shown to be greater to own-than other-species faces in infants
at least 3 months of age: de Haan et al. (2002); Halit et al. (2003),
own-than other-race faces at 9 months of age: Balas et al. (2011), and
female than male faces in 7-month-old infants raised by a female caregiver: Righi et al. (2014). However, one study reported no differences
in N290 amplitude in response to infant participants' mothers’ faces and
favorite toys relative to novel female faces and toys (Guy et al., 2016).
Similar to the adult N170, increased N290 amplitude is observed for inverted versus upright human faces at 12 months (Halit et al., 2003),
but not at younger ages (de Haan et al., 2002; Halit et al., 2003).
These results indicate that the N290 reflects infant encoding of faces,
and may become more similar to the adult N170 with age.
Cortical source analysis of the infant N290 reveals similar sources
to the adult N170. The fusiform gyrus, right STS and surrounding temporal lobe areas have been reported to discriminate upright to inverted
faces at 3 and 12 months of age (Johnson et al., 2005). More recently, Guy et al. (2016) showed that the brain areas that show cortical source responsiveness within the time window of the N290 ERP
component were the middle fusiform gyrus, anterior fusiform gyrus,
parahippocampal gyrus, and temporal pole. Further, the fusiform gyrus
along with the inferior occipital gyrus have been identified as genera
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al., 2005), but the localization of the P400/Nc components has been
less clear. We predicted that early ERP responses, such as the P1, would
reflect the activation of those areas defined as occipital face areas in
fMRI studies with adults (i.e., lateral inferior occipital gyrus; Bernstein
and Yovel, 2015), the fusiform gyrus would be the source of the N290
response for faces, whereas the activation of both the P400 and Nc in
response to faces would be modulated by infants’ allocation of attention
and localized in the posterior cingulate cortex and anterior cingulate and
prefrontal cortex, respectively (Richards et al., 2010; W. Xie et al.,
2019).
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et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 2010; Richards, 2003; Webb et al.,
2005).
Source location of the Nc component in infant participants has been
investigated in response to face and non-face stimuli. Reynolds and
Richards (2005) examined the cortical source of the Nc component in
response to computer-generated visual patterns with and without previous familiarization exposure during a modified-oddball procedure. They
reported that the Nc amplitude increased with infants’ attentional status and preference for novel stimuli. By 7.5 months of age, generators
of the Nc responses were mainly localized in areas of the inferior prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex (Reynolds and Richards,
2005; also see Reynolds et al., 2010). Guy et al. (2016) localized
the Nc, measured in response to faces and toys, in the anterior temporal
lobe and prefrontal cortex in infants at 4.5–7.5 months of age. Activity
of the Nc in response to emotional faces has been localized to posterior
sources, e.g., posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus (Xie et al. 2019). The
discrepancy between these studies may be due to the differences in the
stimuli utilized – familiar versus unfamiliar face and toy stimuli in Guy
et al. (2016) and emotional faces in Xie et al. (2019). It is possible
that the time window considered for source analysis of emotional stimuli included a combination of a distinct P400 source overlaid on the beginning of the Nc source, resulting in the localization of the component
in posterior rather than central-inferior sources. The P400 and Nc share
a similar latency and a dipolar appearance of scalp activation, which
makes it difficult to determine unique sources for each component during face processing (Guy et al., 2016).
In summary, extensive research has been conducted to characterize
infants' face-specific ERP responses. However, these studies have generally examined face processing at one or two specific ages and not over
the entire first year. These studies often compare face-related stimuli
across categories (familiarity; species effects; ethnicity) and not specifically to non-face stimuli. The current study examined the development
of electrophysiological responses to faces and objects in the first year of
life. The ERP activity was examined in a cross-sectional design with infants from 4.5 to 12 months of age (Conte and Richards, 2019; Guy et
al., 2016, Guy et al., 2018; Richards, 2015; Xie and Richards, 2016).
The primary goal was to systematically track infants’ neural responses
to faces and non-face objects in the first year of life and modulated by
attention. Several studies have used heart rate deceleration during stimulus presentation as an index of attention or arousal in infants. Infant
processing of stimulus information occurs primarily during periods of
sustained attention (Reynolds and Richards, 2007; Richards, 2001;
Richards and Casey, 1992; Richards et al., 2010). It has been shown
in several studies that ERP responses to stimuli, including faces, are
larger and more organized during HR-defined sustained attention then
during inattention (Guy et al., 2016; Reynolds and Richards, 2005;
Richards, 2003; Xie and Richards, 2016) These studies also found that
significant differences in the ERP response occurred for age and stimulus
conditions during attention but not during inattention. We hypothesized
that larger amplitude responses to faces compared to objects would be
elicited during early stages of processing (i.e., P1 and N290), whereas
later components (i.e., P400 and Nc) would be modulated by attentional
processes.
A second aim of this study was to localize the cortical generators
of infant face-sensitive ERP components and to examine changes in
their sources across the first year of life. We used source localization
methods that included realistic head models based on individual MRIs
and age-appropriate infant templates. We applied a voxel wise segmentation of all relevant head materials, utilized finite element method
(FEM) procedures for the source analysis, and considered a series of regions of interest (ROIs) in the ventral temporal-occipital pathway typically linked to face processing (Gao et al., 2019; Guy et al., 2016;
Richards et al., 2018). Previous research has shown that the N290
is generated in the fusiform gyrus (Guy et al., 2016; Johnson et

2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
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One hundred and thirty-two infants were included in the final sample and recruited from the Columbia, SC metropolitan area using birth
lists that were purchased from INFO USA (Omaha, NE). All infants were
full term (at least 38 weeks gestation, birth weight at least 2500 g)
and healthy at birth with no known developmental anomalies. Participants were primarily Caucasian and of middle socioeconomic status. The recruitment strategy for the experiments involved recruiting
participants at 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, and 12 months. However, there were
fewer participants at 7.5 and 9 months. Therefore, we combined participants from those to homes and used four separate age groups of
4.5, 6, 8, and 12 months.1 Table 1 reports demographical information of participants included in the current study. Details of attrition
due to fussiness or procedural error can be found in articles by Guy et
al. (2016, 2018 and Xie and Richards (2016). Informed parental con
Table 1
Demographical information of participants included in the final sample for each age group.
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Average
age in
days
(SE)

N. of
participants
per
experiment
Guy et al.
(2016)
n = 17
Xie and
Richards,
2016 n = 13
Conte and
Richards,
(2019)
n=7
Guy et al.
(2016, 2018
n = 20
Xie and
Richards,
2016 n = 13
Conte and
Richards
(2019)
n=6
Guy et al.
(2016)
n = 13
Richards,
unpublished
n=8
Guy et al.
(2016, 2018
n = 24
Conte and
Richards
(2019)
n = 11

Age group

Sample
size

N. of male
participants

4.5 months

37

21

147.89
(1.77)

6 months

39

20

191.38
(1.30)

8 months

21

12

247.90
(6.21)

12 months

35

26

377.40
(2.26)
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sent was obtained in accordance to ethics approval from the Institutional
Review Board of University of South Carolina.

ward the screen and showed both a deceleration in HR below the
pre-stimulus level (five beats with inter-beat intervals (IBIs) > median
pre-stimulus IBIs) and sustained lowered HR (IBIs > pre-stimulus median). Inattention was defined as when the infant looked toward the
screen, but the HR deceleration had not yet occurred, or the infant
continued looking toward the screen after the lowered HR returned to
pre-stimulus levels. Inattention continued until another significant HR
deceleration occurred. If the infant looked away the attention phase was
undefined, and then the sequence began again when the infant looked
back toward the screen.

2.2. Stimuli
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The stimuli consisted of pictures of faces and objects (i.e., toys and
houses) presented on variegated backgrounds containing simple stimuli
(i.e., water, sand, clouds or grass). Faces and objects were presented on
an LCD monitor subtending approximately 13 × 17 degrees of visual
angle. There were three procedures used in the studies. We considered
the trials in which faces and objects were centrally presented on the
screen. The stimuli in Guy et al. (2016, 2018 and Richards (2015)
consisted of single central presentations one image at a time from four
images (i.e., two faces and two toys) created from photographs of a
woman's face and a toy. The images were digitized photographs of the
participant's mother's face, participant's toy, and photographs of the
mother's face and toy from the previous participant. The stimuli in Xie
and Richards, 2016 consisted of 12 faces taken from the NimStim database (Tottenham et al., 2009) and 12 toys from the Guy et al., 2018
study. The same subset of faces used in Xie and Richards, 2016 were
compared to pictures of 12 houses with symmetrical features in Conte
and Richards (2019; upright faces and upright houses only). Example
of the stimuli can be found in Supplementary Fig. 1.

2.5. Recording and segmenting of EEG
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Details of the EEG recording can be found in Guy et al. (2016,
2018 or Xie and Richards, 2016. The EEG was recorded using the EGI
128-channel EEG recording system. Participants were fitted with either
a “geodesic sensor net” (GSN) or “hydrocel geodesic sensor net” (HGSN),
with the net circumference matching the infant head circumference. The
EEG was measured from 124 channels in the electrode net and two channels over the outer canthi for electrooculogram (EOG). Impedances of
less than 100 kΩ were attained before each recording commenced and a
0.1–100 Hz band-pass filter was applied during the recordings. The vertex-referenced EEG was algebraically recomputed to an average reference.
The EEG recordings were processed with the EEGLAB (version
14.1.1b) and ERPLAB toolboxes (Delorme and Makeig, 2004;
Lopez-Calderon and Luck, 2014) within MATLAB R2019a. Computational and visual artifact rejection methods were used to detect and
eliminate bad channels on individual trials. The bad channels were substituted with data from the five closest electrodes proportional to the
distance of the bad channel to the substituted channels. The trial was
rejected if it contained 12 or more bad channels. Infants viewed an average of 117 trials (4.5 months: M = 139; 6 months: M = 124; 8 months:
M = 83; 12 months: M = 103). The number of trials contributing to the
analyses consisted of a minimum of 10 trials per condition. Further details about the average number of trials in each condition and age group
are reported in Table 2.

2.3. Apparatus and procedure

Participants were seated on their parent's lap, 55 cm away from a
29″ LCD monitor (Hanns.G HG281D) in a darkened and sound-attenuated room. A video camera positioned above the monitor recorded the
participant's face. In an adjacent room, an experimenter viewed the infant on a TV monitor while controlling the stimulus presentations using
an E-Prime experiment program.
Fig. 1 (panel A) depicts the three experimental procedures and examples of stimuli used in the current study. A moving video of Sesame
Street characters was presented in the center of the screen, under an
area of 2 × 3 degrees of visual angle, to attract the infant's fixation to
the monitor. After the infant had fixated on the center of the screen, the
experimenter began the trial by pressing a button. In Guy et al. (2016,
2018) this was followed by a sequence of brief image presentations and
paired comparison (PC) trials. Faces and toys were presented for 500 ms,
followed by a variable inter-trial interval of 500–1500 ms. We did not
consider the data from the PC trials for the current analysis. Xie and
Richards, 2016 presented the stimuli for 500 ms using random without
replacement presentation sequences2. Conte and Richards (2019) presented faces and houses randomly without replacement for 500 ms, followed by a variable inter-trial interval of 500–1000 ms.
An experimenter monitored the infant's fixations toward the screen.
If the infant looked away a moving Sesame Street character was presented to draw his/her fixation back toward the screen. A digital recording of the video was used to confirm offline that the infant was looking
at the stimulus during the brief stimulus presentations. Trials were only
included in the analyses if the participant looked the entire time without
eye movements.

2.6. ERP data analysis
The electrode map in Fig. 1 (panel B) shows both electrode location and electrodes used for the data analysis. Studies of face processing
in infants typically use single electrodes from the 10–20 or 10-10 system for their analyses (Courchesne et al., 1981; Karrer et al., 1998),
clusters of electrodes recording from 10 to 20 or 10-10 recording electrodes (de Haan and Nelson, 1999), and more recently use electrode
clusters from the EGI 64- or 128-channel system intended to represent
10-10 electrode positions (Luyster et al., 2014; Scott and Nelson,
2006). The EEG data in the current study from the 126 electrodes were
translated into 81 “virtual 10-10” channels using a spherical spline interpolation from the 126 channel locations to the 81 channel locations.
The EGI-126 channel data were used for topographical scalp potential
maps and source analyses. The 10-10 channel data were used for single-electrode ERP plots and analyses.
The EEG was re-referenced to the to the algebraic mean of all channels and segmented from 100 ms before stimulus onset through 1000 ms
following onset. The EEG was filtered with a 0.5–35 Hz bandpass filter
for the N290, P400, and Nc ERP components, whereas a 1–35 Hz bandpass filter was used for the P1. Fig. 1B (bottom panels) depicts grand
average ERP responses to faces and objects, and HR-defined periods of
attention to faces and objects as a function of time and separately for
age group. The ERP activity of 7.5- and 9-month-old infants are plotted
separately in order to show how at 9 and 12 months the pattern of responses to faces resembles each other.

2.4. Recording of ECG and heart-rate defined attention

The electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded with two Ag–AgCl electrodes placed on infants’ chests. These were digitized along with EEG
using the EGI (Electrical Geodesics Incorporated, Eugene, OR) 128-channel EEG recording system (Johnson et al., 2001; Tucker, 1993).
The ECG was analyzed offline to assess changes in HR to define periods of attention and inattention in a continuous presentation method
(Mallin and Richards, 2012; Pempek et al., 2010; Reynolds et
al., 2010). During periods of attention, the infant was looking to
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Fig. 1. From left to right panel A shows a schematic representation (not drawn in scale) of the procedures reported in Guy et al. (2016, 2018 , Xie and Richards, 2016, and Conte and
Richards (2019). Of note, only stimuli presented in the center of the screen and with upright orientation were considered for analysis in the current work. Panel B displays a topographic
map of channel locations from EGI 128-channels (empty dots) used for data recording, and 10-10 system (filled dots) used for data analysis. The channels we used as ROIs for ERP analyses
are marked with colors; Blue channels were used to analyze the P1 activity (medial inferior-posterior ROI), red channels were considered for the N290 component (lateral inferior-posterior
ROIs), green channels in the fronto-central area were grouped to analyze the Nc ERP component, and a sub-set of inferior-posterior channels (P7, P9, PO7, PO9, O1, Oz, Os, I1, Iz, I2, PO8,
PO10, P8, P10) defined the ROI for the P400 component. ERP line graphs show the grand average ERP response across age groups for faces and objects at PO9 and for attention to faces
and objects at Cz. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Amplitudes of the P1, N290, and P400 were measured by calculating the change in amplitude between the peak of the component of interest and the peak of the preceding component using ERP averages
from each participant. Peak-to-trough differences were calculated between the P1 peak and the preceding negative peak at medial inferior
posterior electrodes (median from peaks at Oz, O1, O2, Iz, I1, I2). Individual ERP averages were manually inspected to identify the peak
of the P1. If no peak was obvious, we completed the peak-to-trough
analysis using the P1 value at 100 ms (Xie and Richards, 2016). The
N290 peak amplitude was selected from individual participants’ ERP averages and defined as the most negative value observed between the

peak of the P1 ERP component and 400 ms at lateral inferior posterior
electrodes (i.e., median from peaks at PO7, PO8, PO9, PO10, P7, P8,
P9, P10, TP7, TP8, TP9, and TP10). Similarly, the P400 peak amplitude was defined as the most positive peak between the N290 peak and
700 ms after stimulus onset at medial inferior posterior electrodes (i.e.,
median from peaks at Oz, O1, O2, Iz, I1, I2, PO7, PO8, PO9, PO10,
P7, P8, P9, and P10). If no peak was obvious in the manual inspection, an average latency of each component was used to extract the ERP
amplitude. Peak-to-trough differences were calculated between the P1
and preceding negative peak, the N290 and preceding positive peak (i.e.
P1), and the P400 and the preceding negative peak (i.e. N290) to con
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eas), middle fusiform gyrus, posterior fusiform gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus lateral, inferior temporal gyrus posterior, lingual gyrus, middle temporal gyrus (mid-posterior lateral areas),
posterior cingulate, and superior parietal lobe (posterior-medial areas).
Fig. 2 displays the ROIs of the ventral stream of visual processing on a
12-month-old participant's template. The most relevant regions for the
processing of faces are presented in color, with particular attention to
the portions of the fusiform gyrus. We used the anatomical ROIs used in
Gao et al. (2019; see also Richards et al., 2018) to analyze the current density reconstruction (CDR) values across ages.
Current density amplitude in the dipole source (GM and eyes) locations was estimated with the CDR technique and exact-LORETA (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011)(eLORETA; Pascual-Marqui, 2007; Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011) as the constraint for the CDR technique.
The ERP data surrounding the P1, N290, and P400 peaks, and within
the Nc time window, were used to estimate the current density amplitudes (i.e., CDR values) for every location in the source volume model.
The CDR values were then summed over each source location in a ROI
and divided by the total volume of the ROI. This resulted in the aver

4.5
months
6
months
8
months
12
months

Faces

Objects

Attention to
Faces

Attention to
Objects

Inattention

32.14

31.39

21.57

18.80

42.83

30.68

31.08

18.85

19.03

40.22

37.52

37.57

20.29

19.93

42.81

31.19

30.65

23.68

23.00

43.65
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Table 2
For each category the average number of trials considered for the analyses is reported
across ages.
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trol for the potential effect of slow waves (Conte et al., 2019; Guy et
al., 2016; Kuefner et al., 2010; Peykarjou et al., 2013). Statistical
analyses focused on the amplitude values of the 10 ms surrounding the
peaks identified in the individual ERP averages for the P1, N290 components, and the 40 ms surrounding the peak of P400 component. The
Nc amplitude was defined as the mean amplitude from 400 to 700 ms
following stimulus onset at medial frontal-central electrodes (i.e., AFZ,
AF3, AF4, FZ, F1, F2 FCZ, FC1, FC2, CZ, C1, and C2).
Stimulus type (2: faces, objects) and attention type (3: attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention) factors were analyzed separately for all ERP components. We combined the response to faces and
objects during inattention as a single level in the design because the we
did not expect to find differences in the response to faces and objects
during inattention (Guy et al., 2016, 2018). Significant ERP effects
were further investigated utilizing the source analysis procedure to determine the source localization of ERP responses to faces.
2.7. Cortical source analysis

Cortical source analysis of the ERP components was conducted with
the Fieldtrip (FT; Oostenveld, Fries, Maris and Schoffilen, 2011) computer programs and in-house custom MATLAB scripts. The cortical
source analyses focused on data around the peaks identified in the individual ERP averages for the P1, N290, and P400 components (±10 ms
for the P1 and N290 and±40 ms for the P400), and data from the entire
400–700 ms period after stimulus onset for the Nc. Detailed information
about the source analysis may be found in Guy et al. (2016), and Gao
et al. (2019) and in the Supplemental Information documents accompanying those publications (e.g., Appendix S1 in Guy et al., 2016;
Richards et al., 2018).
We used realistic head models based on individual participant structural MRIs and electrode placements. Seventy-two of the infants (54%)
had a structural MRI from which the head models were used. Sixty infants (46%) did not have a MRI so we selected for those infants an
MRI close in head size and age from the Neurodevelopmental MRI Database (Richards et al., 2015; Richards and Xie, 2015). The MRIs
were segmented into component materials (gray matter, white matter,
CSF, dura, skull, muscle, eyes, nasal cavity, scalp). The segmented MRIs
were transformed to wireframes and a finite element method (FEM)
head model was generated with source dipoles restricted to the gray
matter and eyes. Head models detailing electrode placement were created based on photographs of the electrodes on the participants' heads.
Anatomical ROIs were identified in individual MRIs through the use
of stereotaxic atlases created for each MRI (Fillmore et al., 2014;
Phillips, 2013). Supplementary Fig. 2 shows CDR values around the
peak of P1, N290, and P400 across all the anatomical ROIs. The ROIs
chosen included the orbital-frontal gyrus, frontal pole, ventral and dorsal anterior cingulate (anterior-medial areas), anterior temporal pole,
anterior fusiform gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus (anterior-lateral ar

Fig. 2. 3D rendering representation of the ventral surface of temporal and occipital lobes
on a 12-month-old average template. Top panel shows the main ROIs utilized to analyze
CDR values in response to faces and objects. The theoretically most important region for
the face processing is the fusiform gyrus, which is encircled with a black line. Bottom panel
depicts ventral occipital temporal ROIs (FG1-4) described in Rosenke et al. (2018) and the
fusiform gyri transformed into the average 12-month-old template. Anterior edges of FG1
and FG2 separate the middle and posterior portions of the fusiform gyrus.
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age Ampere per mm3 (A/mm3) for each ROI. We created simulated MRI
volumes by transferring the CDR values for each individual MRI to an
age-appropriate average template in addition to the calculation of CDR
values for each ROI segment individually, so that the average current
density amplitude across participants could be displayed in the average
MRI space. More information about using the CDR technique and realistic head models for cortical source analysis can be found elsewhere
(Gao et al., 2019; Guy et al., 2016; Richards, 2013; Richards et al.,
2018; Xie and Richards, 2016; and Supplemental Information in those
articles).
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is evident as a small positive ERP component peaking on average at
124 ms after stimulus onset. Fig. 4A shows the changes in the ERP for
faces and objects centered at the peak of the P1 in the topographical
maps (top panels), sample-by-sample graphs (middle panels) and with
bar charts (bottom panels). Responses to faces and objects were equally
large at 4.5 months, but became larger for faces than objects at the following ages.
The peak P1 amplitude was analyzed as a function of stimulus type
(faces, objects) and age (4.5, 6, 8, and 12 months), with medial inferior
posterior electrodes (Oz, O1, O2, Iz, I1, I2) as multiple dependent variables. The effect of stimulus type (F (1, 15) = 9.16, p = .003) was qualified by a significant interaction between stimulus type and electrode
location, F (5, 15) = 2.27, p = .046. No other main effects or interactions were significant. The stimulus type effect reflected a larger P1 response to faces than objects across medial inferior posterior electrodes
(Fig. 4A). Univariate ANOVAs were performed at each electrode to further explore the interaction between stimulus type and electrode location. The results revealed a significant stimulus type effect at all of the
medial inferior posterior electrodes characterized by larger P1 peaks for
faces than objects. The simple effects were further examined through the
calculation of effect sizes, which revealed that the variance in responses
across stimulus type was largest at the Oz electrode (η2 = 0.10).
We also examined the effect of the HR-defined periods of attention on the P1 amplitude in a mixed-ANOVA, including electrode location, attention phase (attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention),
and age. There was a significant main effect of attention phase, F (2,
180) = 4.45, p = .013. Follow-up comparisons (Bonferroni corrected)
showed that the P1 amplitude was greater in response to faces during periods of attention (M = 5.37 μV) than both during inattention
(M = 4.27 μV), and in response to objects during attention
(M = 4.14 μV), p's < 0.0001.

2.8. Design for statistical analyses

3. Results
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Mixed-design ANOVAs were calculated to determine the effects of
age, stimulus type, HR-defined attention phase, electrode location, and
electrode hemisphere (N290 only) on the P1, N290, and P400 peak amplitude, and the Nc mean amplitude. We explored the amplitude values
of all ERP components as a function of both stimulus type (i.e., faces
and objects) and HR-defined attention phases (i.e., attention to faces,
attention to objects, and inattention) in separate analyses. The design
included age (4: 4.5 months, 6 months, 8 months, 12 months) as a between-subjects factor, and stimulus type (2: faces, objects), and electrode location (see Fig. 1, panel B) as repeated measures factors. We
also examined the data separately from the 8-months group for 7.5- and
9-month-old participants to see if there were important changes at those
two ages. Further, we were interested in investigating whether the infant's attention modulated the neural responses to faces when compared
to either objects or periods of inattention. Thus, when the attention
was included, we analyzed this as a 3-level repeated measures factor
(3: attention to faces, attention to objects, and inattention). We added
hemisphere (2: right, left) as an additional within-subjects factor for the
N290 only, in order to test the hemispheric lateralization of face-sensitive processes (Halit et al., 2004).
Similarly, the CDR values of each ERP component were analyzed as a
function of age, stimulus type, HR-defined period of attention, and ROI.
The analyses of cortical sources were done separately for the P1, N290,
P400, and Nc components. The data for the analyses were based on the
source CDR values calculated from the peak of the ERP components (P1,
N290, P400) or a 400–700 ms time-window (Nc). The source analysis
transforms the scalp electrodes into anatomical ROIs, so that the statistical analyses were done on CDR values surrounding the peak/time-window of the component with multiple dependent variables from the CDR
ROIs. We used a total of 16 ROIs based on previous studies of source
analyses for faces in infancy (Guy et al., 2016; Xie et al. 2019) and
averaged over activity within bilateral ROIs to control the false-positive
rate.
We calculated the effect size of stimulus type and attention type effects at each ROI within their respective brain area (e.g., anterior-medial, anterior-lateral, mid-posterior lateral, and posterior-medial) for
each ERP component. We further examined the effects of age, stimulus
type, and attention type comparing the CDR values of those regions with
a high effect size (i.e., η2 value) and either a significant or nonsignificant
stimulus effect, in order to reduce the number of comparisons.
We used the general linear model approach to ANOVAs with the
“Proc GLM” of SAS (version 9.4) using nonorthogonal design (see
Searle, 1987). All significant tests are reported at p < .05.

3.2. Sources of P1 ERP component
Preliminary analysis of CDR values at the peak of the P1 component showed a significant stimulus type effect in the lingual gyrus (LG,
p = .0258, η2 = 0.116) and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG, p = .0381,
η2 = 0.098). The bottom panels of Fig. 4B display the CDR activity
around the peak of the P1 for faces separately for the LG, PG, and anterior temporal pole (aTP) ROIs across ages. The aTP is included because it
had a large CDR amplitude but nonsignificant stimulus effect (p = .229,
η2 = 0.0350). Both the PHG and aTP show large CDR responses, but
only the LG shows a peaked pattern around the P1 ERP peak.
The CDR at the peak of the P1 component for faces and objects was
further analyzed with an age by stimulus type mixed-ANOVA including only CDR values from the selected ROIs (i.e., LG, PHG, and aTP) as
multiple dependent variables. The results revealed a significant main effect of ROI, F (2, 248) = 5.69, p = .0039, with the highest current density amplitudes in the LG (M = 5.111, SD = 14.846), followed by the
PHG (M = 4.195, SD = 12.893) and aTP (M = 3.702, SD = 12.466).
The post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) showed that all the
contrasts were significant (p's < 0.0001). There were no other significant main effects or interactions.
The amplitude values around the peak of the P1 were modulated
by the HR-defined periods of attention in the ERP analyses. Thus,
a preliminary analysis was conducted on attention trials (i.e., attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention) in order to subsequently compare CDR values of ROIs sensitive to attention type. The results showed
a significant attention effect at both the aTP (p = .0032, η2 = 0.176)
and middle temporal gyrus (MTG, p = .0091, η2 = 0.233). Several additional ROIs within the mid-posterior lateral area (i.e., the superior
temporal gyrus, lingual gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus lateral, mid

3.1. P1 ERP component

Fig. 3A shows the ERP responses to faces and objects at each electrode of the medial-inferior posterior cluster in the 12-month-old group
(see Fig. 1, panel B for a comparison between age groups). The P1
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dle fusiform gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus posterior, p's < 0.0404)
showed a significant attention type effect, but smaller η2 values, thus
these regions were excluded from further analyses. We selected an additional ROI in which we observed large CDR amplitudes but nonsignificant attention effect, the orbital-frontal gyrus (orbFG, p = .1276,
η2 = 0.241), to include in the comparison.
The analysis of the CDR at the peak of the P1 component was performed with an age by attention type mixed-ANOVA with the CDR values from the selected ROIs (3: aTP, MTG, orbFG) as multiple dependent variables. The results showed significant main effect of both attention type (F (2, 105) = 25.55, p < .0001) and ROI (F (2, 250) = 35.46,
p < .0001) factors. These main effects were better qualified by a significant interaction between attention type and ROI, F (4, 210) = 2.43,
p = .0485. Univariate ANOVAs calculated for each region revealed significant effects of attention type, F's (2, 110) > 19.96, p's < 0.0001, for
all of the included ROIs. The CDR amplitude during attention to faces
was larger than CDR amplitude during attention to objects and inattention trials. The aTP had the largest effect size (η2 = 0.275).

3.3. N290 ERP component
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The N290 in response to faces and objects over lateral inferior posterior electrodes at the representative age of 12 months is depicted in Fig.
3B. The N290 appears more peaked and greater in amplitude at medial
than lateral electrodes, with an average peak latency of 288 ms after
stimulus onset. We noted some differences between 7.5- and 9-month-infants in their pattern of N290 ERP response, so these ages are plotted
separately in Fig. 5. Fig. 5A depicts the scalp topographical distribution
of ERP activity at the peak of N290 for faces and objects, and across the
five age groups (top panels). Sample-by-sample line graphs (middle panels) and bar charts (bottom panels) represent the changes of ERP amplitudes around the N290 peak for faces and objects. The N290 increases in
amplitude with increasing age, but only at 9 and 12 months N290 amplitudes do appear peaked and larger for faces than objects. Fig. 5B shows
a 3D-rendered topographical scalp potential map of the N290 peak in
response to faces at 12 months of age. The group average response is
plotted on a 12-months template and compared to the response of four
individuals using either a self or close MRI template. There were individual differences in the distribution of the N290 on the scalp, which
could reflect differences in the source location of this component or the
electrical proprieties of underlying tissues.
The N290 peak amplitude was analyzed with a stimulus type (faces,
objects) by hemisphere (right, left) by age (4.5, 6, 8, and 12 months)
mixed-ANOVA, with medial inferior posterior electrodes as multiple dependent variables. The main effect of age, F (3, 126) = 4.17, p = .0075,
and the interaction between stimulus type and electrode location, F
(11, 120) = 2.52, p = .0038, were significant. This interaction was
further explored by testing with univariate ANOVAs the stimulus effect at each electrode location. The results showed a signifi
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3.2.1. Summary P1
Face stimuli selectively influenced the activity of the P1 ERP component by eliciting larger P1 peak responses than objects, and this difference tended to increase across age. However, this selective response for
faces did not emerge in cortical source analyses when comparing CDR
amplitudes in response to faces and objects in the LG, PHG, and aTP.
Stimulus type effects on the CDR values were observed when examined
in conjunction with HR-defined periods of attention. Greater CDR activation was observed in response to faces during periods of attention
than in response to objects during attention and in response to faces or
objects during inattention. The effect of attention to faces on CDR activity was strongest in the aTP.

Fig. 3. ERP grand average (−50 to 1000 ms from stimulus onset) for faces and objects of 12-month-old infants. Panel A highlights the ERP activity of the P1 component at each of the
inferior occipital channels. In panel B the N290 ERP response is marked in each inferior-lateral occipital-temporal channel. Amplitude ±10 ms around the peak (dotted vertical lines)
defined the analyzed ERP values of both P2 and N20 components. Legend of x-axis and y-axis is reported in Fig. 1B.
8
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Fig. 4. P1 response to faces and objects over inferior occipital channels across ages. Panel A shows scalp topographical maps at the P1 peak separately for faces and objects (top), ERP
amplitude from −40 to +40 ms around P1 peak (middle), and bar graphs of P1 peak for faces and objects over all the ages (bottom). Panel B depicts a 3D rendering of ERP and CDR
(coronal cut) responses to faces at the peak of P1 component (first two lines) plotted on the average age-appropriate MRI template. Line graphs display CDR amplitude for faces and objects
centered at the peak of P1 (from −40 to +40 ms) separately for the testing ages at the Lingual Gyrus, and CDR values in response to faces at the three analyzed ROIs. The quadratic pattern
of activation is visible in both Lingual Gyrus and Posterior Cingulate, but not in the Anterior Temporal pole.
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Fig. 5. N290 response to faces and objects over inferior-lateral occipital-temporal channel across the tested ages. Panel A shows scalp topographical maps at the N290 peak separately for
faces and objects (top), ERP amplitude from −40 to +40 ms around N290 peak (middle), and bar graphs of N290 peak for faces and objects over all the age groups (bottom). Panel B
illustrates the ERP response for faces at the peak of N290 component at 12 months for the average template (leftmost head plot) and four individuals. Individual average response to faces
at the N290 peak was superimposed to the individual or the closest MRI volume.

cant stimulus effect at the parietal-occipital electrodes (PO7 through
PO10) and some parietal electrodes (P8 through P10; p's < 0.0021), but
not at the P7 or temporal-parietal electrodes (p's > 0.8390). The N290
ERP component was larger in amplitude for faces than objects. The simple effects were further examined through the calculation of the effect
sizes, which revealed that the stimulus variance was largely explained
at parietal-occipital electrodes (PO7 η2 = 0.046; PO8 η2 = 0.063; PO9
η2 = 0.065; PO10 η2 = 0.074. See Inline Supplementary Table 1 for
all the effect sizes).
The effect of attention on the N290 amplitude was examined in an
ANOVA including attention type (attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention), hemisphere, and age as factors, with lateral inferior posterior
electrodes as multiple dependent variables. There were no significant effects involving attention type.

3.4. Sources of N290 ERP component
Fig. 6A shows ERP scalp activity for faces and the respective CDR
distribution on the age-appropriate MRI template of each age group.
There was a larger N290 response to faces with increasing age, which
was bilaterally localized in the fusiform gyrus (bordered in black). Note
that at 9 months of age, but not 7.5 months of age, both the ERP and
CDR patterns of activity in response to faces resembled the infants’
neural responses to faces at 12 months.
Similar to the CDR analyses of the P1 component, we performed
a preliminary analysis on current density amplitudes around the peak
of the N290, in order to select the ROIs to include in the analyses examining age and stimulus type effects. We explored the effect of faces
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tion type (attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention) and age (4.5,
6, 8, 12 months), using a mixed-ANOVA, with inferior-medial posterior electrodes as multiple dependent variables. The main effects of
age (F (3, 125) = 5.74, p = .0010) and attention (F (2, 125) = 3.14,
p = .0458) suggested that P400 amplitude increased with age (4.5
months: M = 5.52 μV; 6 months: M = 9.34 μV; 8 months:
M = 9.13 μV; 12 months: M = 14.47 μV) and was larger for attention
to faces (M = 10.80 μV) than attention to objects (M = 9.75 μV) and
inattention (M = 8.84 μV) trials. These effects were qualified by a significant three-way interaction between age, attention and electrode location, F (78, 2223) = 2.06, p < .0001. Univariate ANOVAs revealed a
significant main effect of electrode location at all ages (p's < 0.0442).
Furthermore, at 8 and 12 months we found an interaction between attention and electrode location, for which all the post-hoc comparisons
were nonsignificant.
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and objects on the N290 CDR values at each of the 16 ROIs, and found
a statistically significant effect at three ROIs within mid-posterior lateral
areas (middle fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, posterior fusiform gyrus).
The largest effect was observed in the middle fusiform gyrus (mFFG,
p = .0106, η2 = 0.153). Thus, we compared CDR values around the
N290 peak in the mFFG with a region showing a nonsignificant stimulus effect, namely the aTP (p = .6098, η2 = 0.008). Fig. 6B displays
current density amplitudes in the mFFG (top) and aTP (bottom) separately for faces and objects and across ages. Differences in the CDR values across stimulus type were evident only in the mFFG, with larger values in response to faces than objects. We did not conduct CDR analyses
on attention trials for this component, given the null results obtained in
the ERP analyses.
An age by stimulus type mixed-ANOVA was performed using CDR
values from the mFFG and aTP as multiple dependent variables. The
main effect of stimulus type (F (1, 20) = 4.83, p = .0399) was better qualified by a significant stimulus type by ROI interaction, F (1,
20) = 12.83, p = .0019. To further explore this interaction, we tested
the effect of stimulus type on each ROI. Results showed that the CDR
values around the peak of the N290 were larger for faces than objects
only in the mFFG, F (1, 22) = 13.05, p = .0015, η2 = 0.372. Fig. 6C
shows the maximal CDR values for faces at 12 months in the mFFG (left)
and aTP (right), plotted on age-appropriate MRI templates. The level of
source activation was high in response to faces across the aTP and mFG,
but only the mFG showed a pattern of activation associated with the
peak of the N290.

3.6. Sources of P400 ERP component
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Preliminary analyses of CDR values around the peak of P400 component showed that there were no significant effects of stimulus type in
any of the 16 ROIs. Fig. 8B displays the ERP activity at the peak of P400
(top line) and the respective distribution of current density amplitudes
plotted on the age-appropriate MRI templates. The response to faces appears to be localized in the posterior cingulate (PC), with a linear activation increase with age. Line graphs depict current density amplitudes
around the peak of P400, separately for faces and objects, in the PC and
aTP. Of note, the CDR amplitudes seem to be larger at the aTP than PC,
but show peaked patterns only at the PC.

3.4.1. Summary N290
The N290 ERP component showed face specificity. The N290 was
larger (i.e., more negative) to faces than objects at parietal and parietal-occipital electrode locations. Additionally, the N290 peak amplitude
increased with age. CDR analyses indicated that the N290 originated in
the middle fusiform gyrus and surrounding areas. The CDR amplitude of
the N290 was not modulated by HR-defined periods of attention or inattention.

3.6.1. Summary P400
The amplitude of the P400 increased linearly with age, as seen in
the N290. Dissimilar to the N290 results, P400 ERP responses were not
modulated by stimulus or attention categories. A visual inspection of the
distribution of CDR values suggested that the source of the P400 activity
could be located around the posterior cingulate. However, none of the
ROIs showed differences in the current density amplitudes for faces versus objects.

3.5. P400 ERP component

Fig. 7A (top panels) shows the P400 ERP responses as a function
of time and separately for stimulus type (i.e., faces and objects) at
four representative inferior-medial posterior electrodes (i.e., Oz, Iz, PO9,
PO10) in 12-month-old infants. On average the P400 component peaks
at 465 ms after stimulus onset and shows a larger response to faces than
objects over occipital-medial electrodes (e.g., Oz), whereas the opposite pattern of response is evident over occipital-lateral electrodes (e.g.,
PO9 and PO10). Fig. 8A depicts topographical scalp activity at the P400
peak as a function of faces and objects (top panels). The P400 activity
appears to be largest over occipital-lateral electrodes at 12 months of
age, and larger for faces than objects across ages. The P400 peak amplitude was analyzed with a stimulus type (faces, objects) by age (4.5, 6,
8, and 12 months) mixed-ANOVA, with medial inferior posterior electrodes as multiple dependent variables. The main effect of age (F (3,
128) = 5.56, p = .0013) was qualified by a significant interaction between age and electrode location, F (39, 128) = 2.28, p < .0001. To
further explore this interaction, we tested the age effect at each electrode location. The results revealed a significant age effect at every electrode location (p's < 0.0001), except for Oz, O2, and Iz (p's > 0.0578),
with the largest variance of the model explained at the P7 electrode
(η2 = 0.148).
We examined the effect of attention on the P400 amplitude. Fig.
7B (top panels) shows the 12-month-olds’ P400 ERP responses to faces
and objects during attention and inattention as a function of time and
separately for some of the electrodes of interest. Similar to the design
of previous analyses, the P400 was analyzed as a function of atten

3.7. Nc ERP component
We analyzed the mean Nc response from 400 to 700 ms after stimulus onset at frontal and central electrode locations (green channels in
Fig. 1B). The bottom panels of Fig. 7A show the 12-month-olds’ Nc
responses to faces and objects as a function of time. The Nc mean amplitude was analyzed in a mixed-ANOVA including stimulus type (faces,
objects) and age (4.5, 6, 8, and 12 months) as factors, with multiple
electrode locations as dependent variables. The main effect of age (F
(3, 128) = 3.84, p = .0114) was qualified by a significant three-way
interaction between age, stimulus type and electrode location, F (33,
1331) = 2.10, p = .0003. We further explored this interaction by performing a univariate ANOVA for each age group. Results revealed a significant main effect of electrode location at all ages (p's < 0.0254). Further, a main effect of stimulus type was found at 4.5 (p = .0002), 6
(p < .0001), and 8 months (p < .0001). The mean amplitude of the Nc
was greater for objects than faces at 4.5 months (faces: M = −2.07 μV;
objects: M = −2.37 μV), whereas larger for faces than objects at both
6 (faces: M = −3.85 μV; objects: M = −2.51 μV) and 8 months of age
(faces: M = −4.79 μV; objects: M = −4.01 μV). The effect of stimulus
type at 6 months was qualified by a significant interaction between stimulus type and electrode location (p < .0001). Simple effects were further examined through the calculation of the effect sizes, which revealed
that the stimulus variance was largely explained at central electrodes
(Cz, η2 = 0.201; C2, η2 = 0.193).
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Fig. 6. Panel A shows the N290 ERP and CDR values (coronal view) in response to faces across ages plotted on age-appropriate MRI template. Panel B depicts the line graphs of the
CDR values for faces and objects centered at the peak of N290 (from −40 to +40 ms) separately for the testing ages in the middle Fusiform Gyrus and Anterior Temporal pole. Panel C
represents the 3D rendering localization of CDR.

Topographical maps in Fig. 9A show the developmental changes in
Nc amplitude during attention and inattention over frontal-central electrode locations. Bar charts depict the average Nc response during HR-

defined attention in response to faces, objects, and during inattention. Overall, the Nc amplitude increases with age, and the differences in amplitude across attention and inattention trials appear to de
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Fig. 7. P400 and Nc ERP grand average (−50 to 1000 ms from stimulus onset) response over a sub-set of inferior-lateral occipital-parietal cannels (P400) and frontal-central channels (Nc).
Panel A shows the ERP responses for faces and objects, while panel B depicts P400 and Nc responses for the HR-defined periods of attention to faces, attention to objects and inattention.
Amplitudes ±40 ms around the peak of the P400 (dotted vertical lines) and average amplitude within 400–700 ms time window (gray boxes) defined the ERP values for the Nc component. Legend of x-axis and y-axis is reported in Fig. 1B.

crease with age. The Nc mean amplitude was analyzed in an attention
type (attention-faces, attention-objects, inattention) by age (4.5, 6, 8,
and 12 months) mixed-ANOVA, with multiple frontal-central electrode
locations as dependent variables. The main effect of age (p = .0095)
and the interaction between age and electrode location (p < .0001)
were qualified by a significant three-way interaction between age, electrode location and attention type, F (66, 1881) = 1.34, p = .0387. Similar to the previous set of analyses, we further explore the effect of attention type and electrode location with univariate ANOVAs for each
age group. The attention effect was significant at 4.5 (p < .0001), 6
(p < .0001), and 8 months (p = .0158), but not at 12 months of age
(p = .1618). Bonferroni corrected post-hoc comparisons revealed that
the Nc amplitude was larger during HR-defined periods of inattention
than attention to faces in 4.5-month-old infants (p = .013). On the
other hand, none of the comparisons reached statistical significance at
8 months (p > .126), whereas the effect of attention was better quali

fied by a significant attention by electrode location interaction at 6
months of age (p = .0006). The simple effects, examined through the
calculation of the effect sizes, revealed that the attention type variance was largely explained at frontal electrodes (F2, η2 = 0.207; Fz,
η2 = 0.203; F1, η2 = 0.149).
3.8. Sources of Nc ERP component
Analyses of the Nc component showed that its amplitude was modulated by the HR-defined periods of attention, thus we explored variations in the current density amplitudes of attention to faces, attention to objects and inattention trials. Preliminary analyses on the 16
ROIs revealed that the attention type effects in the parahippocampal
gyrus (PHG, p = .00043, η2 = 0.184) and lingual gyrus (LG, p = .0371,
η2 = 0.205) explained the highest variance of anterior-lateral and
mid-posterior lateral brain areas, respectively. Other ROIs showed a
signifi
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Fig. 8. P400 response to faces and objects across ages. Panel A displays scalp topographical maps at the P400 peak separately for faces and objects (top), and bar graphs of amplitude
around the peak of P400 component for faces and objects over all the ages (bottom). Panel B depicts a 3D rendering of ERP and CDR values (sagittal view) at the peak of P400 for faces
and objects across ages, and CDR amplitude centered at the peak of P400 (from −40 to +40 ms) separately for the testing ages in the Posterior Cingulate and Anterior Temporal pole.

cant effect of attention (e.g., anterior frontal gyrus, anterior temporal
pole, middle fusiform gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus lateral, posterior
fusiform gyrus, inferior occipital gyrus lateral). However, these areas explained less variance in the model, thus were not further analyzed. We
compared the CDR values within the time-window of the Nc component in the PHG and LG to the current density amplitudes in a region
with a nonsignificant attention effect, the orbital-frontal gyrus (orbFG,
p = .1554, η2 = 0.180).

We performed an age by attention type mixed-ANOVA with the
CDR values from the selected ROIs as multiple dependent variables.
The results showed significant main effects of both attention, F (2,
147) = 26.73, p < .0001, and ROI, F (2, 246) = 48.70, p < .0001.
Bonferroni-corrected contrasts were performed to explore differences
between pairs of each attention type and ROI. Line graphs in Fig. 9B
(bottom panels) show that CDR values at the PHG were higher and sig
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Fig. 9. Nc response the HR-defined periods of attention to faces, attention to objects and inattention across ages. Panel A displays scalp topographical maps at the Nc median latency of
each age group separately for periods of attention and inattention (top), and bar graphs of average amplitude of the Nc time window for the three HR-defined categories (bottom). Panel
B depicts a 3D rendering of ERP and CDR values (sagittal cut) of the Nc for the HR-defined period of attention to faces, and CDR amplitude during the time window of the Nc component
separately for the testing ages in the Orbitofrontal Gyrus and Anterior Temporal pole.
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nificantly different than current density amplitudes at the LG and orbFG
(p's < 0.0001). Further, the responses to both faces and objects during
attention showed greater CDR amplitudes than responses during inattention (p's < 0.0001).

the structural brain modifications (e.g., myelination, Uda et al., 2015;
Richards and Conte, 2019 and Conte and Richards, 2019) and the
changes in the neural responses to faces (for a review, see Hoehl and
Peykarjou, 2012), suggests that by the end of the first year of life the
N290 likely represents the electrophysiological marker of face-processing in infants.
Past ERP research on face-processing in infants has focused on different subsets of electrode clusters (medial electrode sites: Kouider et al.,
2013; Peykarjou et al., 2014; Scott and Monesson, 2010; lateral
sites: Key and Stone, 2012; Macchi Cassia et al., 2006; McCleery
et al., 2009; medial and lateral sites: de Haan et al., 2002; Halit et
al., 2004; Halit et al., 2003; Leppanen et al., 2007). As a consequence, a limited comparison of the N290 ERP findings in the literature
can be done. We used spherical spline interpolation of the data from the
EGI-126 channels into the 81 channels of the 10-10 system. This interpolation maximized the use of the information in the original channels
and allowed us to translate the electrode locations into the 10-10 coordinate system in order to describe our results using a standard system for
electrode placement. The N290 responses in this study were distributed
over lateral inferior temporal-parietal and temporal-occipital electrodes
(i.e., P7 to P10, PO7 to PO10). This might be expected since the source
of the N290 was localized in the fusiform gyrus and the projections from
the fusiform gyrus to the scalp were in the inferior temporal-occipital
electrodes. Therefore, an optimal N290 measurement should take into
account these scalp areas with an electrode coverage extending below
the traditional 10–20 layout. Further, an exploration of the individual
scalp distribution of the ERP activity at the peak of the N290 suggested
important differences between participants. Fig. 5B shows these differences by plotting the scalp pattern of the N290 peak for faces of the
12-months age-group on an average template, and four participants on
either a self or close MRI template. Such large individual differences in
the distribution of the N290 activity have been shown in the activity of
the adult N170 (Gao et al., 2019). Thus, it is critical for a comprehensive investigation of infants’ neural responses to faces to consider the
electrical activity recorded at inferior scalp areas.
The areas of significant activation at the N290 peak were in the posterior ventral temporal lobe and showed a similar localization found in
previous infant studies exploring the cortical sources of the response
to face-like patterns in newborns (Buiatti et al., 2019), as well as
the source of the N290 in response to faces (Guy et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2005). Specifically, the analysis of cortical sources of the
N290 component revealed significant levels of activation in the middle fusiform gyrus and neighboring areas (e.g., the posterior fusiform
gyrus). Current density response occurring in the middle fusiform gyrus
showed a peaked response (Fig. 6B), and significantly larger activity
in response to faces than objects. This peaked activity was especially
marked in the 9- and 12-month-olds’ response to face stimuli and coincided with the N290 deflection in the ERP data. Areas within the
fusiform gyrus have been implicated in face processing in adult studies
of source analysis of the N170 (Deffke et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2019;
Rossion et al., 2003; Shibata et al., 2002) and as the site of the
fMRI-defined fusiform face area in adults (Kanwisher et al., 1997). Recent metanalyses of fMRI studies support the role of the right middle FG
and posterior FG across a large number of stimuli and tasks (Berman et
al., 2010; Müller et al., 2018). Only one fMRI study has investigated
the processing of faces infants. Results from this study suggests that infants at 4–6 months of age have an adult-like functional organization of
responses to faces (Deen et al., 2017).
These results are consistent with three studies investigating the generators of the ERP responses to faces in infants. One study utilized data
collected in prior studies of infants viewing different face orientations
and direct and averted gaze to localize the source of the N290 ERP response (Johnson et al., 2005). The primary aim of this study was
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3.8.1. Summary Nc
The mean amplitude of the Nc increased linearly with age in response to both faces and objects across periods of attention and inattention. This age effect was evident over anterior-frontal and frontal electrode locations. Further, the Nc negativity at the frontal electrodes (i.e.,
F1, FZ, F2) was larger in response to faces during the HR-defined periods of attention than it was in response to objects during attention and
to faces and objects during inattention. However, this face specific effect did not emerge in the CDR analyses across any of the considered
ROIs. The CDR values of Nc component were largest at the PHG and
elicited greater responses during attention than inattention, regardless
of the ROI.
4. Discussion
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One goal of this study was to explore changes in the morphology of
the ERP components in response to face and object stimuli from 4.5 to
12 months of age. The amplitude of the P1 was greater in response to
faces than objects, and during attention to faces than attention to objects and inattention trials. The P1 was the only analyzed component
that did not show significant changes across ages. The N290 amplitude
increased with age and was greater in response to faces than objects
at temporal-parietal and temporal-occipital electrodes. The amplitude of
the P400 showed a linear increase with increasing age, however its activity was not modulated by either stimulus type or HR-defined attentional phases. The amplitude of the Nc was greater during attention to
faces than attention to objects and inattention trials over frontal electrodes only at 6 months, whereas an opposite pattern (i.e. larger Nc amplitude during inattention than attention to face trials) was found at 4.5
months.
Our second goal was to examine the neural sources of those significant effects found in the ERP analyses. The scalp recording at the peak
of the P1 component in response to faces and objects was localized primarily in the lingual gyrus, whereas the P1 activity during HR-defined
periods of attention to faces was mainly localized in the anterior temporal pole. The source analysis of the N290 component revealed significant
levels of activation in the middle fusiform gyrus and other areas adjacent to this ROI, and larger CDR values in response to faces than objects.
The examination of the P400 current density values did not reveal significant stimulus effects in any of the considered ROIs. However, qualitative changes in current density, resembling the peak of the P400 ERP
component, were visible in the posterior cingulate. Lastly, the source localization of the Nc revealed large activation of the parahippocampal
gyrus and greater CDR values during HR-defined periods of attention –
to both faces and objects – than inattention.
We were particularly interested in the N290 and its role as a possible precursor of the adult N170. The results indicated that the N290
is a face-sensitive ERP component, evidenced by larger ERP and CDR
amplitudes in response to faces than objects across ages that was localized to the middle fusiform gyrus. Scalp topography and distribution of
the ERP in response to the visual presentation of faces became progressively more negative with increasing age. Qualitative comparisons of
N290 scalp distribution across ages suggest that this component shows
a lateralized distribution by 9 months. Both the N290 scalp distribution (Fig. 5A, top panels) and waveform (Fig. 1B, bottom panels) in
response to faces, but not objects, were similar at 9 and 12 months.
It has extensively reported that, around 9 months, infants begin to exhibit face-processing biases (Maurer and Werker, 2014), and expert
discrimination and recognition abilities for the most experienced category of faces (Scherf and Scott, 2012). This evidence, along with
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and was not modulated by the HR-defined periods of attention. Previous
studies of the role of face processing in infants have reported inconsistent results for the P400. The majority of these studies showed no face
sensitivity on the P400 amplitude response (Balas et al., 2011; Conte
et al., 2019; Guy et al., 2018; Halit et al., 2004; Macchi Cassia et
al., 2006; Peykarjou and Hoehl, 2013; Xie and Richards, 2016). Conversely, other studies suggested that the P400 amplitude is sensitive to
the face orientation (de Haan et al., 2002; Halit et al., 2003), stimulus familiarity (Key et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2006), attentional status (Guy et al., 2016) and emotional face-processing (Xie et al., 2019).
A variety of results have been observed in comparison of faces and objects, including larger amplitude responses to toys than faces (McCleery
et al., 2009; Guy et al., 2016), shorter peak latency to faces than
toys (de Haan and Nelson, 1999), and no modulation of stimulus type
(Guy et al., 2018; Peykarjou and Hoehl, 2013; Xie et al., 2019). The
results of the CDR analysis in the current study did not find discrimination of faces and objects. The likely source of the P400 was the posterior
cingulate, but activity in this ROI did not distinguish faces and objects.
Our results do not support the hypothesis of the P400 as a face-specific
component involved in categorization processes.
Lastly, we investigated whether previous findings on the Nc amplitude can be extended to the processing of faces. We examined potential
differences in the Nc amplitude during HR-defined periods of attention
to faces, attention to objects and inattention, because the Nc activity has
been reported as a marker of the attention allocation and arousal in infants (Reynolds et al., 2010; Reynolds and Richards, 2005, 2009;
Richards, 2003). Previous research has revealed that the Nc amplitude
increases during periods of attention when compared to inattention, regardless of stimulus type (i.e., computer-generated geometric patterns,
Reynolds and Richards, 2005; faces and toys, Guy et al., 2016).
Further, the Nc amplitude has been reported to discriminate familiar
and unfamiliar faces (Guy et al., 2018; de Haan and Nelson, 1999)
and emotional faces (Leppanen et al., 2007; Nelson and de Haan,
1996; Quadrelli et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2019). In line with these findings, our results indicated that the Nc activity was modulated by both
stimulus type and infants’ attentional state. Interestingly, different effects qualified the Nc responses at different ages: at 4.5 months, participants showed larger Nc amplitude in response to objects than faces, and
during inattention than attention to face trials, whereas in older participants the Nc amplitude was larger for faces than objects (i.e., at 6
and 8 months of age), and for attention to face than attention to object and inattention trials (i.e., 6 months). Nonsignificant Nc differences
were found in 12-month-old infants.
Previous studies comparing Nc responses to faces and non-faces have
found that this component is modulated primarily by attention and stimulus familiarity (e.g., familiar faces and toys; de Haan and Nelson,
1999; Guy et al., 2016, 2018). Further, larger Nc amplitude has been
reported in response to faces than toys in young infants (up to 7.5
months of age; Xie et al., 2019), whereas larger amplitude seemed to
characterize the Nc response to objects than faces in 10-month-old infants (McCleery et al., 2009). The results of our study showed that
there were some age differences in the extent to which the Nc activity was modulated by both stimulus type and attention. Specifically, the
Nc amplitude in 4.5-month-old participants was larger in amplitude in
response to objects than faces and larger during HR-defined periods of
inattention in response to faces and objects than periods of attention in
response to faces. On the other hand, an opposite pattern was found in
6- and 8-month-old infants, the Nc was greater in response to faces than
objects. Only at 6 months of age were HR-defined phases of attention associated with increased amplitude in response to faces. Overall, it seems
that stimulus type and attention modulate the Nc response in young participants, whereas these effects are leveled out later in the first year of
life.
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to determine whether brain areas active during the processing of faces in
adults characterized the face-processing network in infants as well. An
equivalent current dipole analysis was completed and identified dipoles
in the fusiform gyrus, right STS and surrounding temporal lobe areas,
lateral occipital cortex, and certain prefrontal regions. Three-, 4-, and
12-month-olds were tested and all the identified brain regions were active during the processing of faces. These regions discriminated upright
to inverted faces around the latency of the N290 in 3- and 12-month-old
infants, suggesting that similar regions involved in adult face-processing network were active in infancy (Johnson et al., 2005). Similarly,
Guy et al. (2016) examined developmental changes in and cortical
sources of the N290 in response to familiar and unfamiliar faces and
toys in infants at 4.5, 6, and 7.5 months of age. The cortical source of
the N290 was localized in the middle fusiform gyrus, anterior fusiform
gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, and temporal pole. These brain regions
showed an increasing activation in response to faces and toys with age
(Guy et al., 2016). The results of a recent study identified the fusiform
and inferior occipital gyri as generators of the N290 during the discrimination of emotional valence of faces in 5- and 7-month-old infants
(Xie et al., 2019). In line with these studies, our findings indicate that
several occipito-temporal areas, including the posterior fusiform gyrus,
showed large CDR values in response to visual stimuli at the peak of the
N290 ERP component. However, the sources of the N290 in the middle
fusiform gyrus showed the greatest difference between faces and objects
and had the same peaked amplitude at the peak of the N290, suggesting
the development of face categorization responses in this brain area.
We also explored the activity of the P1, P400 and Nc ERP components. The results of the P1 showed larger amplitude in response to faces
than objects at medial inferior posterior electrodes with the largest effect obtained at the Oz channel. Current density reconstruction analyses
revealed that the P1 activity originated in the lingual gyrus. Few studies have previously considered changes of the P1 activity in response to
faces in infancy, since the responses reported on the level of the P1 in
adults (Herrmann et al., 2005) have been attributed to differences in
low-level characteristics (e.g. amplitude spectrum, color) of the stimuli
(Rossion and Caharel, 2011). Our study was not designed to assess
this hypothesis, thus the difference between faces and objects in the P1
amplitude could reflect the differences in shape or other low-level features of our stimuli. Further studies should control for low-level properties using ideally matched control stimuli, such as phase-scrambled stimuli (e.g. Rossion and Caharel, 2011), stimuli of similar complexity,
and stimuli matched for size.
Two noteworthy observations came from our results on the P1 ERP
component. First, the P1 was the only ERP response that did not change
in amplitude with increasing age. Although the topographical distribution on the scalp (Fig. 4A) seems to suggest a slight increase of the
response at the peak of P1, this change did not reach statistical significance. Second, infants' attentional states exerted an influence on the P1
amplitude across ages. That is, we observed larger responses to faces
during HR-defined attention than to objects during attention and to
faces and objects during inattention. This effect was mainly localized
to the anterior temporal pole. The attentional modulation of the P1 response may be due to differences in low-level characteristics of our stimuli, similar to the proposed differences in the comparison of faces and
objects. Overall, we cannot conclude that the P1 is a face-sensitive ERP
component in infancy. However, the specific amplitude changes in response to faces modulated by infant's attentional status leave open the
possibility of an influence of top-down factors on early stages of face
processing. The extent to which the P1 is a face-specific ERP component
in infancy should be investigated in future research employing stimuli
matched in low-level visual characteristics.
The results of the analysis of the P400 found that this component increased with age, did not differentiate face and object stimuli,
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The CDR values within the time-window of the Nc component were
larger during periods of attention, to both face and object stimuli,
than inattention trials across ages. We found larger CDR activity in the
parahippocampal gyrus than posterior and anterior regions (i.e., lingual
and orbital-frontal gyri), although the effect of infant's attentional state
was not localized in a single brain area. Only two studies have previously investigated the source localization of the Nc activity to faces in
infants, and both have considered the average activity of the ERP in the
time windows of the P400 and Nc (Guy et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2018).
Guy et al. (2016) found that P400/Nc ERP amplitude was greater during periods of attention in response to faces than objects in the middle
fusiform and middle inferior temporal gyri at 4.5 months of age. A second study localized the P400/Nc in response to emotional faces to the
posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus at 5 and 7 months of age, and reported greater activation in response to angry than happy and fearful
faces across ages (i.e., 5, 7, and 12 months; Xie et al., 2019).
Our results imply that the P400 and Nc are separate ERP components. The posterior-positive/anterior-negative scalp distribution is similar for these two components and this and their overlapping time windows could lead to the conclusion of a single ERP component with a
single dipole source. However, their timing, shape, and cortical sources
implies two ERP components influenced by separate cognitive processes.
The P400 had a peaked response at about 465 ms following stimulus onset, whereas the Nc shows a gradual response from about 350 to 750 ms
(Fig. 7). Our results show distinct source areas for the P400 (posterior
cingulate, Fig. 8B) and Nc (anterior areas, parahippocampal gyrus, Fig.
9B). Finally, the functional relations in this and other studies suggests
that the Nc indexes cognitive processes that involve attention to novel or
interesting stimuli. A recent review emphasized some commonalities between the functional characteristics and source localization of the infant
Nc and the adult P300. Both these components seem to originate in anterior brain areas and index attentional processes and stimulus probability
in familiarization/learning procedures (Riggins and Scott, 2019). Our
results are in line with this view and provide a further evidence of the
role of the Nc in the allocation of attentional resources.
The results of the current study revealed developmental changes in
face-sensitive ERP responses and their neural sources across the first
year of life. Further, our findings indicate that attention plays a role in
differentiating responses to faces and objects. This study systematically
compared infants' neural responses to faces and objects and localized the
sources of face-sensitive ERP activity in the first year of life. Enhanced
amplitude responses to face stimuli were recorded in both the P1 and
N290 ERP components, which was localized to the lingual and middle
fusiform gyri, respectively. Despite evidence of face-sensitivity of the
P1, further research matching low-level visual characteristics of face and
non-face is necessary to reach this conclusion. Amplitude of the P400
did not differentiate responses to faces and objects and was not modulated by infants' attentional phase, suggesting that P400 responses are
not broadly associated with face processing. Further investigation of the
P400 response to other stimulus aspects, such as the orientation, is necessary to fully understand the role of this component in infant face-processing. Finally, results of the Nc analysis indicate that its level of activation may distinguish the encoding of faces and objects, especially at
younger ages, and relate to infant's attentional state. Taken together, the
current findings provide a better understanding of the development of
face-sensitive ERP responses and their neural sources in the first year of
life.
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